What Lives in a Shell?
Preschool Lapbook

This lapbook goes with What Lives in a Shell? by Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld.

www.walkingbytheweway.com

Please do not hotlink to this document.
Cut on solid lines. Glue as indicated. Fold like an accordion using the dotted lines as your guide.

Paste appropriate picture to each page.

For more /sh/ phonics fun, let your student play at Starfall.
Glue to the back of the last strip.

shovel  shore
How to make a Hotdog Book

Animals Living in Shells

- crab
- hermit crab
- nautilus
- clam
- snail
- turtle
Let your student color/paint/marker the snail. Add gems or sequins for extra decorations, if desired.
I used this minit book with the shells on page 75 of the Sunny Seashells Download N Go.

Cut book out as one piece. Fold bottom up. Fold sides in. Fold cover down. Glue pictures of different shells inside the book.
Cut on solid. Fold on dotted.
Use with the Animal Homes printable found at Kizclub.
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